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Logline
After a vindictive woman in her thirties is done wrong by an ex lover, she goes
on a warpath to manipulate his future bride and plan to ruin their wedding, but
she finds herself in a warpath herself which she is the target of from an ex
boyfriend whom she'd done wrong, and he has evidence that could seriously
affect and ruin her life.

Characters

● GiGi Reynolds- Is an up and coming life coach,who is actually self
absorbed and the one to put things in check with lots of attitude, sass,
and has unpredictable ways, especially when she's been done wrong. She's
a beautiful woman who goes on a rampage to avenge herself from an ex-love
who played with her feelings.

● Caitlin Parks- Is GiGi's life coach, business partner and friend and is
smart, and tired of carrying her friend on her coat tails. She tries to
seize a lucrative business opportunity that can help set their business
from going under, but GiGi's Mister Right can cause her to make it all go
wrong.

● Jayson Maxell- Handsome,semi-wealthy bachelor who persistently pursues
Gigi to soar his oats before marrying the love of his life all behind his
fiance’s back.

● Tiffany Cruler- Great looks,body, life,and on the recovery to self love
after damaging relationships.  She seeks out a life coach service that
happens to be with Gigi Reynolds, unaware of her fiance's cheating love
affair with her.

● Damien Harris- a scorned ex boyfriend of Gigi, with a score to settle.
As a result of her hustling type relationship with him is how she
accumulated the finances to start her life coaching business with her
friend Caitlin. Damien proposes an offer to buy their company and expose
Gigi for the type of person she is; it could ruin her reputation and her
life.

Synopsis

DRAMA/ROMANCE/COMEDY
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SHORT SCRIPT FOR SALE

Budget: Low -100k-1ML

Synopsis:
Gigi Reyondls has been walking on cloud nine with Jayson Maxell; thinking she
has finally found the one. Exotic, trips and romantic evenings convinced her
that there would be a ring, which she turns out to be right, but the wedding
ring is for Jayson’s fiance Tiffany Krueler.

Gigi and her longtime friend Caitlin are owners of a up and coming life
coaching service, that is on the verge of closing its doors, when Tiffany comes
in to be a client in need of some coaching and advice for her current
engagement to Jayson, her financial contribution could take their company out
of the red, and lead to potential more upscaled paying clientele and their
money.

Caitlin convinces Gigi to play along until the check clears, all while Gigi
befriends Tiffany and goes on a path of wreckage and sabotage to make her and
Jayson's wedding day one they will never
forget.
An unexpected interference from Gigi's ex-boyfriend Damien threatens her plan,
business and life and he threatens to expose Gigi and what she did wrong to
him, and it could lead to some life changing repercussions.
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